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New frontiers in orthopaedics
and bone diseases

ON THE CALL TODAY ARE:

Thomas Lienard,
CEO
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CFO

DISCLAIMER
This presentation has been prepared by Bone Therapeutics SA (the "Company") to provide an overview of the Company (and, together with its shareholders, subsidiaries and associated
companies, the “Group”). For the purposes of this notice, “Presentation” means this document, its contents or any part of it, any oral presentation, any question or answer session and any
written or oral material discussed or distributed during the Presentation meeting. This Presentation may not be copied, distributed, reproduced or passed on, directly or indirectly, in whole or
in part, or disclosed by ay recipient, to any other person (whether within or outside such person’s organisation or firm) or published in whole or in part, for any purpose or under any
circumstances. This Presentation is an advertisement and not a prospectus. Save as set out below, the Presentation has been prepared on the basis of information held by the Group and
also from publicly available information. This information, which does not purport to be comprehensive, has not been independently verified by or on behalf of the Group. The Presentation
does not constitute an audit or due diligence review and should not be construed as such.
This Presentation contains information on the Company’s markets and competitive position, and more specifically, on the size of its markets. This information has been drawn from various
sources or from the Company's own estimates. Investors should not base their investment decision on this information. This Presentation also contains certain forward-looking statements. ”.
These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms “believes”, “estimates”, “anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”, “plans”, “may”,
“will” or “should” or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology or by their context. These statements are not guarantees of the Company's future performance.
These forward-looking statements relate to the Company's future prospects, developments and marketing strategy and are based on analysis of estimates not yet determinable. Forwardlooking statements are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties as they relate to future events and are dependent on circumstances that may or may not materialize in the future. The
Company draws your attention to the fact that forward-looking statements cannot under any circumstance be construed as a guarantee of the Company's future performance and that the
Company’s actual financial position, results and cash flow, as well as the trends in the sector in which the Company operates may differ materially from those proposed or reflected in the
forward-looking statements contained in this document and the accompanying oral presentation. Furthermore, even if the Company's financial position, results, cash-flows and developments
in the sector in which the Company operates were to conform to the forward-looking statements contained in this document and the accompanying oral presentation, such results or
developments cannot be construed as a reliable indication of the Company's future results or developments. Certain figures and numbers appearing in this document and the accompanying
oral presentation have been rounded. Consequently, the total amounts and percentages appearing in the tables are therefore not necessarily equal to the sum of the individually rounded
figures, amounts or percentages.
Information relating to markets and other industry data pertaining to the Company’s business included in this presentation has been obtained from internal surveys, scientific publications and
publicly available information. The main sources for industry information were peer-reviewed publications, sector association studies and government statistics. Bone Therapeutics has not
independently verified information obtained from industry and public sources. Certain other information in this presentation regarding the industry reflects the Company’s best estimates based
upon information obtained from industry and public sources. Information from the Company’s internal estimates and surveys has not been verified by any independent sources.”
The information included in this presentation has been provided to you solely for your information and background and is subject to updating, completion, revision and amendment and such
information may change materially. No person is under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained in this presentation and any opinions expressed in relation thereto
are subject to change without notice. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of the information contained
herein. Neither the Company nor any other person accepts any liability for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from this presentation or its contents.
This document and its contents may not be viewed by persons within the United States (within the meaning of Regulation S under the Securities Act) other than (i) by QIBs (Qualified
Institutional Buyers) or (ii) in “offshore transactions” within the meaning of Regulation S. This document and any materials distributed in connection with this document are not directed to, or
intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication,
availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions
may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions. This document does not constitute or
form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer, solicitation or invitation to subscribe for, underwrite or otherwise acquire, any securities of the Company nor should it or any part of it
form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract to purchase or subscribe for any securities of the Company, nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in
connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever.

By reviewing this document and attending the meeting where this Presentation is made, you warrant, represent, acknowledge and agree to and with the Company and the Banks that (i) you
and any persons you represent are either (a) QIBs or (b) are located outside the United States, (ii) you have read, agree to and will comply with the contents of this disclaimer including,
without limitation, the obligation to keep this Presentation and its contents confidential, and that you will abide by the terms of any additional agreement in respect of confidentiality and nondisclosure which you may be asked to sign and (iii) you will not at any time have any discussion, correspondence or contact concerning the information in this Presentation with any third party
without the prior written consent of the Company.
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AGENDA

AGENDA
▪ Welcome and introduction
▪ Operational and corporate highlights
▪ Financial highlights
▪ Outlook for 2019

▪ Q&A
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OPERATIONAL & CORPORATE
HIGHLIGHTS
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LATE-STAGE CLINICAL PIPELINE
ADDRESSING HIGH UNMET NEEDS IN BONE DISORDERS
Phase IIa

Spinal fusion

~ 500k
procedures p.a.

ALLOB

Phase IIb

Recruitment
completed Feb ‘18

Phase III

Results Ph. IIa
exp. mid-2019

✓Positive interim results Sept ‘17
Bone cell therapy

Delayed-union
fractures
~ 700k
patients p.a

ALLOB

Ph. IIb/III
in preparation

Completed

✓Positive final results Sept ‘18

Osteonecrosis of
the hip
~ 170k
patients p.a.

Discontinued

PREOB

Viscosupplement
Knee
osteoarthritis
~ 27M
Patients p.a.
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Completed

Ph. III
in preparation

✓Positive final results Oct ‘18

SPINAL FUSION – ALLOB PHASE IIa CLINICAL STUDY ONGOING

• Open-label Phase IIa study ongoing
• Patient recruitment completed in February
2018

STATUS

NEXT STEPS
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• Positive interim results for the first
15 patients announced in September 2017,
reporting evidence of successful fusion and
substantial clinical improvements

• Efficacy and safety results from 32
patients expected mid-2019 after a 12month follow-up
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DELAYED UNION FRACTURES –
PROMISING FINAL PHASE I/IIa RESULTS WITH ALLOB

• Phase I/IIa trial (non-controlled)
• All patients received one single injection of
ALLOB at bone defect site
STATUS

• Final results for 21 patients reported in
September 2018 confirmed the strong
interim results, which led to an early
termination of the trial in September 2018
• Preparations for a Phase IIb/III study
initiated

NEXT STEPS
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• CTA submission in EU and the US expected
in H2 2019
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OPTIMISED PRODUCTION PLATFORM TO ALLOW SUCCESSFUL
MANUFACTURING OF A COMMERCIAL CELL THERAPY

Increasing yield
(100,000 doses)

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
Scalable to address
large patient populations

Cryopreserved
final product

Consistent quality

Reduced cost

Scale-up &
automation
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OPTIMISED PRODUCTION PLATFORM TO ALLOW SUCCESSFUL
MANUFACTURING OF A COMMERCIAL CELL THERAPY

Increasing yield
(100,000 doses)

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
Streamlined
supply chain

Cryopreserved
final product

Broad accessibility

Off-the-shelf solution

Scale-up &
automation
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KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS – STRONG RESULTS WITH JTA-004 IN
FIRST EFFICACY STUDY
• 164 patients in the Phase II study were
randomly assigned to receive either one of
the 3 doses of JTA-004 or the reference
product hylan G-F20

STATUS

• Results, reported in October 2018, showed
a statistically significant superior pain
relief in the pooled JTA-004 group
compared to the reference group and
demonstrated that JTA-004 was generally
well tolerated

NEXT STEPS

• CTA submission in EU and the US
expected in H2 2019
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HIP OSTEONECROSIS – PREOB PHASE III STUDY DISCONTINUED

• Based on interim results in November 2018, DSMB
recommended discontinuing the study as the primary
objective of the study was expected not to be achieved
• PREOB was generally well-tolerated
• Subsequent analysis of unblinded data demonstrated:
– Clinical effect of PREOB in line with previous reported
efficacy
– Control arm, consisting of core decompression alone,
performed much better than anticipated based on historical
clinical studies
– Which may have led to a reduced difference in responder rate
between PREOB and the control arm
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STRENGTHENING THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Jean Stéphenne
Chairman of the Board
▪ > 40y biotech and pharma experience. During his 40-year tenure at GSK Vaccines, he
grew the company of 50 people into a fully integrated worldwide leader in vaccine
development, with 12,000 employees

February
2018

▪ Currently serves on board of various life sciences companies including Vaxxilon,
OncoDNA, CureVac and Bepharbel. Previous board positions include TiGenix, Besix
Group, BNP Paribas Fortis, GBL and IBA.

Claudia D’Augusta, PhD
Independent Director
April
2018

▪

>20y of international experience in corporate finance, capital markets and M&A

▪

Currently Venture Partner at Ysios Capital and previously CFO at TiGenix. Prior to that, she
held various other senior financial positions across a number of international public and
private companies.

Jean-Luc Vandebroek, CFO
Executive Director
June
2018
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▪

>20y of international finance experience at major public and privately-owned corporations

▪

Formerly CFO at Moteo Two Wheels/Bihr (Alcopa) and Fluxys, and Corporate Director
Finance Europe & US and VP Finance BeLux at Ahold Delhaize
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STRENGTHENING THE EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEAM

October
2018

February
2019
(Post
period)
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Linda Lebon
Chief Regulatory Officer
▪

Strategic regulatory expert with >25 years of experience in regulatory affairs

▪

Held positions in several large pharmaceutical companies as well as senior positions
in regulatory CROs and advisory firms

Benoit Moreaux, PhD
Chief Technology and
Manufacturing Officer
▪

Experienced executive with 20y expertise in strategic operation planning and
leading drug development

▪

Former CSO and Managing Director Nikkiso Belgium, Senior Portfolio and R&D
positions at Baxter and Johnson & Johnson
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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KEY FINANCIAL FIGURES

(€ million)

FY 2017

5.08

4.21

(16.54)

(16.51)

R&D expenses

(12.88)

(13.12)

G&A expenses

(3.66)

(3.39)

(11.47)

(12.29)

(2.67)

(0.48)

(14.14)

(12.77)

(0.24)

(11.89)

Operating activities

(12.90)

(11.02)

Investing activities

(0.30)

(0.42)

Financing activities

12.96

(0.46)

8.17

8.41

Operating income

Operating expenses

Operating result
Net financial result
Net result
Net cash flow

Net cash position (at end of period)
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• Cash burn (excl. proceeds
from financing) of
€13.9M for FY2018
• Private placement of
convertible bonds with a
total commitment of EUR
19.45M and EUR 1M
regulatory milestone
payment from Asahi, giving
runway into end of 2019
• Net financial result includes
transaction costs of €0.5M
and fair value of bond/warrant
discounts of €1.7M

STRENGTHENING CASH POSITION VIA
SUCCESSFUL CONVERTIBLE BOND PLACEMENT
Secured € 19.45M of committed funds via
private placement of convertible bonds in
March 2018

Convertible bonds with 19 bond warrants
offering flexibility to different types of investors
Total gross proceeds for the period of € 14.28
million made up of
Initial gross proceeds of € 6.58 million
Additional 3,080 bond warrants exercised in the
remainder of the year resulting in a supplementary
proceeds of € 7.70 million

Additional proceeds of € 5.18 million over a
maximum period of 10 months ending October
2019
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OUTLOOK 2019
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CLINICAL OUTLOOK 2019

2018

Lumbar
spinal fusion
~ 500k
procedures p.a.

ALLOB

Delayed-union
fractures
~ 700k
patients p.a

ALLOB

Knee
osteoarthritis
~ 27M
Patients p.a.
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2019

2021

2020

Ph IIa
Final results exp. mid-2019

Next Phase

Bone cell
therapy

✓Positive interim results Sept ‘17
Adaptive Ph II/III

Ph I/IIa

✓Positive final results

CTA
submission

Viscosupplement
Ph IIb

✓Positive final results
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Ph III

CTA
submission

ADVANCING INNOVATION IN ORTHOPAEDIC CARE
2 PRODUCTS ENTERING PHASE III(1) END 2019

JTA-004

ALLOB

Viscosupplement

Bone
cell therapy

▪ Differentiated, active bone-forming cells

▪ Patented composition of 3 active substances

▪ Allogeneic (from donor bone marrow)

▪ Convenient, single injection

▪ Injectable (minimally invasive)

▪ Anti-inflammatory & lubricating properties

▪ Economical, large scale manufacturing

▪ Better pain reduction vs market leader

▪ Off-the-shelf (ready to use)

▪ Simple manufacturing process

▪ Market :

▪ Market : Knee osteoarthritis
(27M patients p.a. in EU/USA/JAP)

• Fractures at high risk of DU & NU (>1M cases
p.a.)
• Spinal fusion procedures (500K patients p.a.)
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DRIVERS FOR FUTURE VALUE CREATION

Exploring new frontiers in orthopedics and bone diseases
Off-the-shelf
solutions
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Large, underserved
patient populations

Clinical
validation

Commercial
readiness

Fusion promoting
500k patients

Strong Ph. IIa
interim results

Cell therapy
know-how

Wait & See
700k patients

Early stop Ph. IIa
due to efficacy –
Promising Ph. IIa
final results

Optimization
& scale-up

Better pain relief
27M patients

Higher pain
reduction vs market
leader in Ph. IIb
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Simple
production

Questions ?
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Thank you
Contact: Thomas LIENARD
Chief Executive Officer

Jean-Luc Vandebroek
Chief Financial Officer
Phone: +32 (0)71 12 10 00
Fax: +32 (0) 71 12 10 01
E-mail: info@bonetherapeutics.com

Website: www.bonetherapeutics.com
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